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ABSTRACT
This paper describes several microfluidic components,
including channels, filters, traps, and pumps, for
manipulating aqueous droplets suspended in a film of oil on
blank, unpatterned substrates. These “virtual” devices have
no physical structure; they accomplish their function entirely
by localized Marangoni flows created in a non-contact
manner by heat sources suspended just above the liquid
surface. Various flow patterns can be engineered through
the geometric design of the heat sources on size scales
ranging from 10-1,000 µm. Channels and circular traps,
emulated by linear and annular heat fluxes respectively,
demonstrate nearly 100% selectivity for droplets ranging
from 300-1,000 µm. A pump, emulated by a triangular heat
flux with a 10° taper, translates droplets of about the same
range at speeds up to 200 µm/s.
Keywords: Marangoni effect, droplet, filter, channel, pump,
microfluidics, thermal probe

I. INTRODUCTION
In droplet-based microfluidic systems, droplet motion is
generally guided by microfabricated channels or by
interactions with specialized or patterned surfaces.
Examples of the latter include electrowetting [1] and
dielectrophoresis [2] (both require patterned electrodes),
chemical gradients defined during deposition [3], and
optoelectronic surfaces [4]. Approaches which do not
require specialized substrates include optical tweezers [5].
However, their use in water-in-oil microdroplet systems is
made difficult because lasers tend to repel droplets rather
than trap them.
This research seeks to eliminate microfabricated
features on fluidic substrates. In addition to the evident
manufacturing advantages, this can potentially eliminate
droplet contact with solid surfaces, reducing the likelihood
of sample adsorption to channel walls or other surfaces.
The present approach makes use of the Marangoni
effect, i.e. the flow on a liquid surface driven by surface
tension gradients. Due to the inverse relation between
surface tension and temperature, the presence of a
temperature gradient on a liquid surface causes Marangoni
flow directed from high to low temperature [6]. The small
temperature perturbations required to drive Marangoni flow
are created by submillimeter-scale heat sources placed just
above the surface. The shape of the heat source can be
engineered to produce a diversity of flows which can
*

Fig 1: Concept illustration for a microfluidic system driven by
suspended heat sources. Various “virtual” fluidic components for
droplet manipulation, including channels, filters, traps, and
droplet mixers, are all created in a non-contact manner by small
temperature perturbations on the liquid surface. On the fluidic
substrate, the red lines represent virtual walls formed by
Marangoni flows. Only the right-sized droplets are allowed into
these virtual structures. Temperature perturbations are created by
a separate structure suspended above the substrate.

emulate integral microfluidic components such as channels,
traps, and pumps. Together, these virtual components are
building blocks toward a microsystem for droplet-based
assays (Fig. 1). In addition to reducing the complexity of the
substrate, another advantage of this approach is that it does
not require the actuators to contact the liquid; thus, the
actuators can be reused without contamination concerns.
Initial simulations also suggest that Marangoni actuation can
achieve >1 mm/s flow velocities with changes in surface
temperature on the order of 1°C or even less.
Our past work [7-8] focused on the most basic heat
source geometry: a point source. This pattern generates an
axisymmetric toroidal flow cell directed outward on the
surface, and inward below the surface. Flow velocities up to
1.7 mm/s were achieved in several mineral oils with <20
mW power, and the recirculating flows were used to hold,
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merge, and pre-concentrate aqueous droplets suspended in
the oil. This effort reports more complex droplet operations
that can be achieved by further engineering the geometry of
the heat flux, and by taking advantage of Marangoni flows at
both surface and subsurface levels. Size-selective droplet
channels, droplet traps, and pumping are systematically
designed and demonstrated. Each component is discussed in
turn.

II. SIZE-SELECTIVE VIRTUAL CHANNELS
AND TRAPS
Size-selective channels collect droplets within a specific
range and confine them within its boundaries (Fig. 2). They
are formed by parallel heat sources separated by a spacing s.
When placed above a layer of oil, the sources project two
linear heat fluxes on the liquid surface which define the
virtual walls of the channel (Fig. 2a). The range of droplets
captured within the channel is a function of the spacing s.
Target-sized droplets are pulled into the channel; others are
pushed out.
The parallel heat sources create two local peaks in
surface temperature. The resulting Marangoni flow is
comprised of two recirculating cells on opposite sides of the
heat sources, and a relatively still region between them (Fig.
2b). Surface flows are directed away from the channel, and
subsurface flows are directed toward it. Droplets of
appropriate size are pushed into the channel by the
subsurface flows, which apply a lateral force to the center of
mass of the droplet. The surface flows, which apply only a
tangential force on the top side of the droplet, do not cause
lateral movement.
They do, however, affect smaller
droplets, whose center of mass is closer to the surface.
These droplets become trapped in the recirculating flows and
are therefore excluded from the channel. The distinction
between ‘large’ and ‘small’ droplets is a function of s.
A second, equally viable way to create a virtual channel
(not illustrated) is with a single line heat source instead of
two parallel sources. In this case, the channel size and the
droplet size-selectivity are defined by the width of the heat
source (w) rather than the spacing s. The double line heat

Fig 2: Virtual droplet channels. (a) Virtual channel projected by
two heated wires with separation s held parallel to the liquid
surface. Target-sized droplets are pulled into the channel; others
are excluded. (b) Cross section schematic illustrating principle of
operation. Recirculating flows occurring as a result of the
Marangoni effect are shown with arrows. The large droplet is
trapped in the virtual channel region.

source offers some flexibility in that virtual channel region
be easily made much wider than the single line channel.
Both techniques can be simulated using a computational
fluid dynamics (CFD) solver (FLUENT 6.0, Fluent Corp).
The appropriate surface heat flux is placed as a boundary
condition on a 3-dimensional fluid layer, the bottom of
which is held at ambient temperature. The simulator
calculates the Marangoni flows using an iterative procedure
which includes the following steps: 1) calculating the
surface temperature profile gradient using a heat conduction
simulation, 2) equating the surface temperature gradient to
surface shear stresses, and 3) solving the constituent fluid
flow equations with the shear stress as a boundary condition.
Fig 3: CFD simulations of virtual
droplet channels. (a,b) Surface and
cross section temperature profiles
resulting from (a) 2 parallel linear heat
sources with a spacing s=900 µm, and
(b) a single line heat source with width
w=350 µm. (c,d) Flow vectors
resulting from (c) the parallel heat
sources, and (d) the single line heat
source.
In each case, surface
temperature profiles are drawn above
the flow vectors. Simulations assume
a 200 µm-thick mineral oil layer with
a surface tension coefficient -0.16
mN/m-K. Heat flux amplitudes are
6,000 W/m2. u MAX is the maximum
flow velocity, and T MAX is the max
surface temperature change.

Simulation results (Fig. 3) illustrate the differences in
flow patterns of the double and single line heat sources.
Recirculating flows are present inside the double line
channel but do not appear in the single line version.
Experimentally, these internal flows do not appear to affect
the trapping capability of the channel. It is notable that in
both cases, up to 4 mm/s surface velocities can be obtained
with <6°C change in surface temperature. This illustrates
the favorable scaling of Marangoni flows: surface effects
tend to dominate in thin fluid layers, which allows
Marangoni flows to be an efficient micro-scale actuation
technique. The subsurface flows are only about 1/3rd the
velocity of the surface flows, but they are sufficient to pull
in selected droplets.
The functionality and size-selectivity of droplet
channels were experimentally verified by placing two
parallel, cylindrical metal structures above a thin layer of
phenylmethyl polysiloxane oil (PMPS, Dow Corning 550
Fluid). This particular oil was chosen for its high density
(specific gravity=1.07), which causes the aqueous droplets to
float on the oil surface. Droplets with diameters ranging
from 20-2,000 µm were pipetted into the oil. Larger
droplets tended to adopt a pancake shape rather than a
perfect sphere due to the buoyant force against the oil
surface. The metal structures were heated to approximately
110°C with an attached soldering iron and placed 200 µm
above the oil surface. Droplets within a specific size range
move into the channel, and smaller droplets are actively
removed from the channel by the Marangoni flows (Fig. 4a).
Very large droplets are unaffected by the flows, and
therefore are not actively recruited into the channel.
The ability to tailor the size selectivity of the channels is
quantitatively shown in Fig. 4b. A histogram of droplet

Fig 4: Droplet filtration capability of virtual channels. (a)
Micrographs showing two ø=500 µm droplets (circle) entering the
channel while a smaller one (square) is rejected. (b) Histogram
showing the size selectivity of two droplet channels with 600 µm
and 970 µm spacing. Droplet statistics were compiled over video
clips spanning 40 minutes. Bins are in 100 µm increments.

capture vs. droplet size is shown for two channels with
different spacings (s). When s=600 µm, the minimum
diameter for entry into the channel is 250 µm, and when
s=970 µm, the minimum diameter is 350 µm. A sharp
transition can be seen in both cases, and nearly 100%
exclusion of off-sized droplets is shown. Therefore, these
channels inherently provide an effective size-based filtration
capability.
The single droplet trap is implemented using a ringshaped annular heat source (Fig. 5). The primary difference
between this component and the channel is that the droplet is
confined in both lateral dimensions. The trap is useful as a
reservoir for holding single droplets, and for manipulating
droplets if the heat source is translated laterally. The
simulated flow vectors along a cross section of the ring are
identical to those shown in Fig. 3c; however, when viewed
from above, the flow pattern is axially-symmetric about the
heat source. The subsurface flows (Fig. 5b), composed of
two distinct regions, are responsible for droplet trapping.
Flows along the perimeter of the ring, oriented inward, push

Fig 5: Single droplet trapping with an annular heat flux. (a)
Schematic illustrating a trapped droplet and the exclusion of larger
or smaller droplets. (b) CFD Simulation. The shaded contours
represent the surface temperature gradient. White arrows represent
the subsurface flow (140 µm depth). The two regions of flow are
marked with dashed lines. (c) Micrographs showing affinity of a
droplet to the annular heat source (T120°C). Gap is 200 µm.

the droplet to the center. Within the boundaries of the ring,
the flow vectors are oriented outward, but these flows do not
affect the trapped droplet because the body forces they
impart on the droplet are symmetric and therefore cancel
each other. The surface flows (not shown), which are
always oriented opposite the subsurface flows, reject smaller
droplets from the trap. Therefore, the size exclusion
capability applies to this geometry as well.
Figure 5c shows experimental results. A rectangular
ring-shaped metal pin (T120°C, s=600 µm) is suspended
200 µm above a PMPS oil layer to approximate an annular
heat flux. Figure 5 shows that a ø=700 µm droplet is
actively pulled into the trap, driven by the subsurface flows
directed into the channel. If the trap boundary is moved (by
the translation of the substrate or heat source), the droplet
follows it. Droplet velocities are 200 µm/s.

III. GUIDEWIRE PUMP
Pumping or actuation of droplets can be accomplished
by two methods. The first is simply a consequence of the
trapping: the heat source projecting a channel or a trap can
be translated physically with respect to the substrate, and the
trapped droplets follow it. However, droplet actuation can
be also accomplished by steady-state, motionless heating
provided by a tapered shape and angled spacing (Fig. 6).
This geometry provides a triangular heat flux on the fluid
surface, and a temperature gradient oriented in the direction
of increasing width. The resulting subsurface flows (Fig.
6b) are biased in the direction of increasing taper, and can
push appropriately sized droplets along the length of the
guidewire. The surface flows (not shown) are biased in the
opposite direction, and they reject small droplets from the
guidewire similar to the previous components.
Figure 6c shows a guidewire pump projected by a steel
needle (T130°C) with 10° lateral taper, and a 5° taper in
vertical spacing. The ø=523 µm droplet is pulled from left
to right by virtue of the Marangoni flows. The droplet
achieves a maximum velocity of 196 µm/sec.

Fig 6: Guidewire pump. (a) A triangular heat flux projected on the
fluid surface pulls droplets in and along its longitudinal axis. (b)
CFD Simulation.
Shaded contours represent the surface
temperature gradient, and white arrows represent the subsurface
flow (140 µm depth) which pushes a droplet from left to right. (c)
Micrographs illustrating movement of droplet at 196 µm/s caused
by a suspended heat source (T130°C) with 10° lateral taper and a
5° taper in vertical spacing. Gap is 200 µm.
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